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a b s t r a c t

After more than two decades of its use, XML is not only a standard format for exchanging data between
different (Web) applications but also a model for a family of some emerging or NoSQL databases, called
XML databases. In addition to its efficiency in the management of conventional data (i.e., data without a
temporal reference), XML is also an excellent support for storing, manipulating, and querying temporal
data, due its hierarchical structure. Besides, although several survey papers have dealt with multiple
aspects concerning XML data, like XML data modeling, storage, indexing, and querying, there is no
survey on the XML data manipulation (i.e., XML data insertion, deletion and modification) topic that
continues interesting researchers of the database community, both in conventional and temporal XML
databases. For that reason, we think that it is interesting to have a paper that reviews and compares
research contributions dealing with this topic. So, our present paper (i) provides an overview of the
state-of-the-art of XML data manipulation, in conventional and temporal XML databases, (ii) studies
the support of such functionality in mainstream commercial DBMSs and (iii) gives some remarks on
possible future research directions related to this issue.

© 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Since the second half of the 1990s, the eXtensible Markup Lan-
guage (XML) [1] has been proposed by the World Wide Web Con-
sortium (W3C) as a standard format for exchanging data between
different applications running on the Web, like e-commerce, e-
government, and e-health applications. Nowadays, XML is also a
model of a new generation of non-standard databases, called XML
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databases [2–6]. Notice also that these databases are currently
considered also as an example of NoSQL databases1 [7–10], and
precisely document-oriented ones.

Furthermore, since many of XML-based applications require
keeping a full history of data evolution over time (which could
be very useful e.g. for decision making), temporal XML databases
[11–15] were proposed to respond to such a requirement. Notice
that XML provides an excellent support for temporally grouped
data models [16], which are considered as the most natural and
effective representations of temporal information [17]. Notice
also that a temporal XML database uses the valid time dimension
and/or the transaction time dimension to manage the history of
XML data, while valid time denotes the time when data are valid
in the real world and transaction time denotes the time when
data are current in the database. Hence, temporal XML databases
could store valid-time XML data, transaction-time XML data, or
bitemporal XML data.

In the XML database field, there are some functionalities that
are fundamental, like XML data modeling, storage, manipulation
(i.e., insertion, deletion, and modification), indexing, and query-
ing. Several research works have been done on each one of these
functionalities. Moreover, in the literature, there are multiple
surveys dealing with some of XML aspects, like the following
ones:

• [18,19], on XML data querying;
• [20,21], on conceptual modeling for XML;
• [22], on data storage and query processing in XML

databases;
• [23], on XML data clustering;
• [24], on XML streaming;
• [25], on temporal and multi-versioned XML documents;
• [26], on transforming XML documents to OWL ontologies.

However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no survey on XML
data manipulation, despite its importance. In fact, ‘‘manipulation
of XML data’’, also called ‘‘XML data update’’, is continuing to be
an interesting topic for researchers of the database community,
both in conventional (i.e., non-temporal) XML databases [27–29]
and temporal XML databases [30,31].

For all these reasons, we think that it is very important to
fill this gap and to propose a survey on XML data manipulation,
which will be helpful for forthcoming research work dealing with
this issue. Thus, the main purpose of this survey is to present the
state-of-the-art approaches for manipulating XML data in both
conventional and temporal XML databases.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives
some background on the considered topic. Section 3 presents the
different research proposals dealing with XML data manipulation.
Section 4 studies the support provided by existing DataBase Man-
agement Systems (DBMSs) for manipulating XML data. Section 5
provides future research directions. Finally, Section 6 summarizes
this paper.

2. Background

In this section, first we define conventional XML databases
and use an example to illustrate the manipulation of conven-
tional XML data. Then, we deal with temporal XML databases and
manipulation of temporal XML data.

1 http://www.nosql-database.org/

2.1. Conventional XML databases and manipulation of conventional
XML data

A conventional XML database consists of a set of XML doc-
uments/files, each one could be valid to an XML schema file.
This latter is in general a Document Type Definition (DTD) [1]
or an XML Schema Definition (XSD) [32] file that describes the
structure of such an XML file.

Fig. 1 provides an example of a simple conventional XML
database used by a company to manage the information of its
employees: it includes (a) an XML file, named empData.xml,
which stores data about one employee, called ‘‘Jamil’’ and earning
5000 TND per month, and (b) an XSD file, named empSchema.xsd,
which describes the structure of this XML file; each employee is
characterized by a name (of string type) and a salary (of float
type).

Since the W3C has proposed a standard language for ma-
nipulating XML data, that is the XQuery Update Facility (XUF)
language [33], we use it in the illustration of the XML data
manipulation issue.

First, let us assume that the company would like to (i) add the
information of a newly hired employee, named ‘‘Maria’’, with an
initial salary of 5500 TND, and (ii) raise the Jamil’s salary by 20%.
These requirements could be satisfied through the execution of
the two following XUF statements (insert and replace):

Thus, the new state of the empData.xml file can be represented
as displayed in Fig. 2; the empSchema.xsd file has not been
modified.

After that, assume that we need removing the employee
‘‘Jamil’’ from the database since he has resigned. Therefore, the
following XUF statement could be used to express such a change
in the real world:

Consequently, the new state of the empData.xml file can be
represented as displayed in Fig. 3; the corresponding XSD file has
not been changed.

Notice that, in general, XML applications and XML DBMSs use
XSD files to guarantee that the initial structure of each XML file
has not been changed. In fact, an XML file that is declared as
valid to an XSD file should remain conformant with respect to
this latter, after the execution of each sequence of XML data
manipulation operations (or sequence of XUF statements).

2.2. Temporal XML databases and manipulation of temporal XML
data

A temporal XML database [11,13,14,30,34–36] consists of a set
of temporal XML documents/files, each one could be valid to a
temporal XML schema file. A temporal XML document is an XML
document that stores temporal XML elements, i.e., valid-time,
transaction-time or bitemporal XML elements.

http://www.nosql-database.org/
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Fig. 1. The initial state of the employee XML database.

Fig. 2. The state of the empData.xml file after inserting the employee ‘‘Maria’’ and raising the salary of the employee ‘‘Jamil’’.

Fig. 3. The state of the empData.xml file after deleting the details of the employee ‘‘Jamil’’.
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• A transaction-time XML element has two timestamping at-
tributes that denote the boundaries of a transaction time
interval: TST (transaction start time) and TET (transaction
end time).

• A valid-time XML element has two timestamping attributes:
VST (validity start time) and VET (validity end time).

• A bitemporal XML element has four timestamping
attributes: VST, VET, TST, and TET.

Notice that these timestamping attributes are automatically man-
aged by the DBMS, transparently to the user.

Moreover, the evolution of a temporal XML element is grouped
and represented in a complex XML element that contains sub-
elements, each one representing a (temporal) version of that tem-
poral XML element, as illustrated by Fig. 4 that shows an example
of a temporal XML document storing information of the employ-
ees of the same company mentioned above. In this document,
only the ‘‘salary’’ is temporal, precisely of valid-time format. Con-
sequently, each <salary/> element, representing a temporal
version of an employee’s salary, is defined as a subelement of a
<salaries/> complex element.

Notice that (i) the attribute ‘‘NUM_V’’ denotes the ‘‘number of
a version’’ and identifies a timestamped version <element/> of
a temporal ‘‘element’’; it makes easy the access and manipulation
of such a version; (ii) the VET attribute can have the special value
‘‘now’’ [37,38], which means that such a temporal version of an
element continues to be valid in the real world until some change
occurs.

Within this temporal setting, let us assume that on 2019-01-
16, the company wants to (i) add an old forgotten salary (5500
TND) for the employee Jamil, valid from 2013-06-01 to 2013-12-
31, (ii) update the current salary (i.e., that is valid at the current
date: 2019-01-16) of the same employee (Jamil) with a new
salary (7000 TND), valid from 2019-01-01 (i.e., with retroactive
effect), and (iii) delete the current salary of the employee Maria,
valid from 2019-02-01. These temporal requirements could be
satisfied through the execution of the three following tempo-
ral XML update statements (insert, replace and delete) that are
inspired by the statements of the TempoXUF (Temporal XUF)
language proposed in [34,36]:

Thus, the new state of the empTemporalData.xml file can be
represented as displayed in Fig. 5; the empTemporalSchema.xsd
file has not been modified.

3. XML data manipulation in a conventional XML setting

In this section, we survey contributions which have dealt with
XML data manipulation in a conventional setting. Indeed, first we
present the research works concerning such a topic. Then, we
study the support provided by existing DBMSs for manipulating
conventional XML data.

3.1. State-of-the-art of manipulation of conventional XML data

In this subsection, first we present research contributions con-
cerning conventional XML data manipulation. Then, we summa-
rize and compare them.

3.1.1. Research proposals
Many works have dealt with manipulating XML data in a

conventional XML setting, like [39–51].
Tatarinov et al. [52] present a set of seven basic operations

for updating data stored in an XML document: Delete(child), Re-
name(child, name), Insert(content), InsertBefore(ref, content), In-
sertAfter(ref, content), Replace(child, content), and Sub-
Update(patternMatch, predicates, updateOp). An XML update is
then defined as a sequence of these primitive operations. After
that, the authors propose extensions to the XQuery language [53],
which is devoted to querying XML documents, in order to support
also XML data updates. Next, the authors define strategies for
implementing update operations in an environment where XML
data are mapped into relational data stored and managed by
a relational DBMS. Eventually, they provide an experimental
evaluation of these update strategies.

Wong [51] extends XQL (XML Query Language) [54] to sup-
port updating XML data. The extended XQL includes five update
constructs (insert, update, copy, move, and delete). It is imple-
mented within the native XML DBMS SODA2 (Semistructured
Object DAtabase system, version 2).

Klettke et al. [44] propose a set of four basic update operations
(DELETE child, INSERT content [(Before| After) ref], RENAME child
TO name, and REPLACE child WITH content) and define the effects
of each one of them on the involved XML document and possibly
on its XML schema. Moreover, since some XML update operations
are not validity-preserving (i.e., when applying these operations
on an XML document, this latter becomes invalid with respect
to its schema), the authors introduce four approaches (IGNORE,
REJECT, REDO, and EVOLVE) for processing these operations. (i)
The IGNORE approach accepts all XML update operations, without
checking the validity of the updated document with regard to
its schema. It is supported by the native XML DBMS Extensible
Information Server from the eXcelon Corporation (later bought by
Sonic Software). (ii) The REJECT approach refuses update opera-
tions that produce an updated XML document which is not valid
to its schema. It is implemented by Tamino from the Software
AG Corporation. (iii) The REDO approach handles XML update
operations that invalidate the XML schema as follows: (a) first,
the update operation, which is specified by the user on an XML
document, is rejected since it violates the schema of such a doc-
ument; (b) then, the designer adapts the XML schema manually;
(c) next, the designer also adapts all other XML documents, which
are associated to the initial schema except the document that will
be updated, so that they become valid with respect to the adapted
schema; (d) finally, the end user redoes the update operation,
which should normally be executed without problems. (iv) The
EVOLVE approach supports all update operations, while forcing
schema evolution if necessary. Indeed, when an update operation
violates some constraints specified in the schema, the XML docu-
ment is updated and its schema is automatically adapted without
any intervention of the user or the designer.

Pardede et al. [47] propose a methodology which allows up-
dating XML documents without violating the conceptual con-
straints of these documents. This methodology consists in a set of
functions, which check before performing update operations and
ensure that these operations preserve the conceptual constraints
of the updated XML documents. The constraints are embedded in
three structural relationships: (i) association, which involves con-
straints like number of participant type and referential integrity,
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Fig. 4. An example of a temporal XML database for the employees of a company.
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Fig. 5. The state of the empTemporalData.xml file on 2019-01-16, after executing the required temporal data manipulation operations.

(ii) aggregation, which involves constraints like ordering and
homogeneity, and (iii) inheritance relationship, which involves
only two constraints: the exclusive disjunction and the number
of ancestors.

Wang and Zhang [50] propose XML-RL update language, a
declarative XML update language that extends the XML-RL query
language [55]. It is characterized by the following features: (i) it
is based on a high-level data model; (ii) it allows specifying, in
a flat way, complex update orders involving multiple levels in a
document hierarchy; (iii) it supports updating complex objects;
(iv) it provides a unified syntax for modifying tag names, values,
and objects, by using three types of logical binding variables:
name variables, value variables, and object variables.

In [41], the authors propose an approach which allows updat-
ing XML documents without respecting the constraint that the
updated document must be (after the update) valid to its DTD.
In fact, in such a case, the authors propose also to update the
corresponding DTD so that it could describe the new structure of
the modified XML document (it becomes a valid schema for this
document).

Ni and Ling [45] propose GLASSU, a graphical XML update
language that extends the graphical XML query language GLASS
(Graphical query Language for Semi-Structured data) [56]. GLASSU
requires that the user, who specifies graphically the XML update
order, should know both schema and semantics of XML data.
Notice that the considered XML schema model is ORA-SS (Object-
Relationship-Attribute model for Semi-Structured data) [57]. A
GLASSU update expression is a graph that is constituted of three
parts: the condition part, the view part, and the action part. Only
the action part is required; the two other parts are optional.
Furthermore, the condition and view parts are separated by
a single vertical line; however, the view and action parts are
separated by a double vertical line.

Dargham et al. [42] propose an approach for updating XML
documents while preserving their validity to their XML schemas
(defined as DTDs). This approach (i) is based on XUpdate, an
XML update language defined by the authors, which extends
the XQuery language with four update operators, i.e., insertAfter,
insertBefore, delete, and modify, (ii) uses the object-oriented

DBMS F2 [58] for storing XML documents, (iii) translates XUpdate
orders, specified by the users, into update OQL (Object Query
Language) [59] statements to be executed by the DBMS, and (iv)
adopts a validation method that is both partial (i.e., it validates
only the updated part of the XML document) and immediate
(i.e., the validation is performed before executing the update, and
the document is updated only if it will be valid to its DTD after
the update operation).

Pardede et al. [48] focus on updating XML documents stored
in XML-enabled databases [4], while maintaining the semantics
of these documents. The authors start by defining the set of
XML conceptual constraints that can be specified on XML data.
After that, they transform these conceptual constraints into a
logical model represented as a schema specified in the SQL/XML
standard [60]. Next, the authors use this schema to propose
generic XML update methods (or algorithms) that preserve all
identified XML constraints after any update operation (i.e., inser-
tion, deletion, or replacement) performed on XML data. Finally,
they implement the proposed update methods in one of the
mainstream XML-enabled databases (Oracle 10g).

O’Connor and Roantree [46] define a set of ten desirable prop-
erties for dynamic labeling and encoding of XML documents
to support efficient updating mechanisms. These properties are
as follows: Document order, Encoding representation, Persistent
labels, XPath evaluations, Level encoding, Overflow problem, Or-
thogonal labeling scheme, Compact encoding, Division computa-
tion, and Recursive labeling algorithm.

Baazizi et al. [39] develop a DTD-based optimization technique
that allows reducing memory consumption of in-memory engines
when processing main memory XML updates. Indeed, given an
XML update specified on an XML document which is valid to DTD,
the main idea consists in statically determining which parts of
this document are involved by such an update. This technique is
very useful specifically for updating very large XML documents
(due to their big sizes).

Recently, Bidoit et al. [40] deal with management of Big XML
documents and propose a system, named Andromeda, for pro-
cessing updates and also queries on very large XML documents.
As for updates, they are specified as XQuery Update Facility ex-
pressions. The technique implemented by Andromeda consists in
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partitioning statically and/or dynamically the Big document to be
updated, in order to distribute the update load on the machines
of a Map/Reduce cluster.

Kircher et al. [43] propose an optimization technique, named
structural bulk updates, which reduces the processing time of
XML updates to the Pre/Dist/Size XML encoding [61].

Besides, Cavalieri et al. [62] propose PUL-Diff, an approximated
diff algorithm that allows (i) comparing a source and a target
XML documents, and (ii) producing the difference between them
as XQuery Update Facility Pending Update Lists (PULs) which are
unordered lists of atomic update expressions. These PULs can be
applied to the source document in order to transform it into the
target one.

Several conventional XML update languages were also pro-
posed, like XUpdate [63], SiXDML [64], UpdateX [52], Flux [65],
and XQuery Update Facility [33].

Kane et al. [66], Bouchou and Alves [67], Balmin et al. [68], and
Barbosa et al. [69,70] study incremental validation of updates to
XML documents. The incremental validation consists in checking
only the validity of the portion of the document, which is directly
concerned by the update. Thus, an XML update is effectively
executed on a valid XML document only when the validity of
the document which results from such an update is guaran-
teed. Notice that this technique is very useful in contexts where
XML updates are frequent (e.g., collaborative editing environ-
ments) and/or XML documents are very large (e.g., bibliographic
databases, genome databases).

Updates to XML documents are also present in environments
which support XML schema evolution. In fact, when some
changes are applied to an XML schema, XML documents that are
valid to the original schema must be (incrementally) revalidated
against the new schema, and, if they are no longer valid, adapted
to this new schema, by updating them through a sequence of
XML update operations; such a sequence is either provided by
the designer or automatically generated by the schema evolu-
tion system. The adaptation of XML documents under schema
evolution has been widely studied by Giovanna Guerrini’s team,
e.g., in [71,72], and [73]. Besides, Guerrini et al. [74] deal with
incremental validation of XML documents that are being adapted,
under schema evolution. Cavalieri et al. [75] propose a technique
for reducing sequences of XML update operations that are applied
to XML documents during their adaptation to the evolved XML
schema. Notice here that, like Bouchou and Duarte [76], Cavalieri
et al. [75] allow updates on an XML document to have an effect on
the corresponding XML schema. Indeed, when an XML document
becomes, after an update, not valid to its schema, the approach
proposed by Cavalieri et al. [75] consists in updating this schema
so that it describes the structure of the updated document.

3.1.2. Summary
In Table 1, we summarize the main approaches proposed

by the research community for XML data manipulation in con-
ventional XML databases, while considering the following six
criteria:

• Data manipulation operations: the set of operations that are
proposed (insert, update, delete, . . . ).

• Data model: the model of XML data that are manipulated
and on which the manipulation operations are effected
(XML Query data model, XQL model, . . . ).

• XML schema language: the language through which the
structure of XML documents, that store XML data, is defined
(DTD, XML Schema, . . . ).

• Impact on XML schema: the execution of data manipulation
operations has an impact on the XML schema of the updated
XML document? (Yes, No).

• Implementation: the proposal has been implemented? (Yes,
No).

Notice that:

• the granularity of each data manipulation operation, in all
presented proposals, is ‘‘XML element’’;

• the value ‘‘ns’’ (in the fourth column of Table 1) means that
the XML schema language has not been specified;

• the value ‘‘nc’’ (in the fifth column of Table 1) means that
the impact of data manipulation operations on XML schema
has not been considered/studied.

3.2. State of the practice: DBMS support for manipulation of conven-
tional XML data

As for existing relational or native XML DBMSs, they provide
a limited support for manipulating conventional XML data.

Relational DBMSs, like Microsoft SQL Server 2014 [78] or Mi-
crosoft SQL Server 2008 [79], IBM DB2 version 10 [80], version
9.5 [81] or version 8.1 [82], and Oracle 12c [83,84] or Ora-
cle 10g [85], allow managing XML data, by storing, querying
and processing XML documents as tables. Indeed, Microsoft SQL
Server supports operations to manipulate XML data with rela-
tional engine. IBM DB2 supports XQuery Update Facility language.
Oracle provides a set of functions, e.g., insertXML(), updateXML()
and deleteXML(), to manipulate XML data; these functions are
extensions of SQL/XML [86] functions.

Native XML DBMSs, like xDB, eXist [87], Timber [6], and
Sedna [88,89], store, query and process XML data in their native
type. In order to manipulate data, xDB supports XQuery Update
Facility; eXist is based on the XUpdate language [63]; Timber uses
XML Application Programming Interface (API); Sedna supports
a declarative node-level update language, which is based on
the XQuery update proposal of Lehti [90] with the number of
improvements [91].

4. XML data manipulation in a temporal XML setting

Temporal data management has been studied deeply in the
context of temporal relational databases (e.g., [92–95]) and tem-
poral object-oriented databases (e.g., [96–98]). In the XML setting,
only few works have dealt with this issue.

In this section, first we survey research contributions which
have dealt with manipulation of temporal XML data. Then, we
summarize and compare them.

4.1. Research proposals

Faisal and Sarwar [25] provide a survey on temporal and
multi-versioned XML documents but do not study how temporal
XML data are inserted, modified, and deleted. They deal with
aspects like change detection, querying multi-versioned XML doc-
uments, and storage structures.

Nørvåg et al. [99] adopt a stratum approach in order to build a
temporal XML DBMS, Nørvåg [100] uses an integrated approach
to achieve the same purpose (i.e., modifying or extending the
internal modules of the DBMS to support temporal data). The
author proposes V2, a native temporal document DBMS which
allows storing and searching temporal data versions, retriev-
ing documents that were valid at a certain time, and querying
changes to documents, and manipulating (i.e., inserting, updat-
ing, and deleting) documents. Nørvåg [100] deals with temporal
documents under a single schema version (there is no support of
schema versions) and considers the whole document as the gran-
ularity of any data management operation (i.e., insert, update,
delete).
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Table 1
Summary of conventional XML data manipulation research proposals.

Data manipulation operations Data model XML schema
language(s)

Impact on
XML schema

Implementation

[49] – Delete(child)
– Rename(child, name)
– Insert(content)
– InsertBefore(ref, content)
– InsertAfter(ref, content)
– Replace(child, content)
– SubUpdate(patternMatch,

predicates, updateOp)

XML Query data
model

DTD No Yes

[51] – insert
– update
– copy
– move
– delete

XQL [54] model DTD, XML Schema Yes Yes

[44] –DELETE child
–INSERT content
[(Before|After) ref]

– RENAME child TO name
– REPLACE child WITH content

XML Query data
model

DTD, XML Schema No No

[41] – Insertion of an attribute
– Insertion of an element
– Delete operation

Unranked labeled
tree

DTD Yes Yes

[42] – insertAfter
– insertBefore
– delete
– modify

Object-oriented
model

DTD No No

[39] XQuery Update Facility operations XML store [77] DTD No Yes

[40] XQuery Update Facility operations XQuery and XPath
Data Model (XDM)

ns nc Yes

[43] XQuery Update Facility operations Pre/Dist/Size XML
encoding [61]

ns nc Yes

[62] XQuery Update Facility Pending
Update Lists (PULs)

XQuery and XPath
Data Model (XDM)

ns nc Yes

Grandi [101] has introduced an excellent annotated bibliog-
raphy dealing with temporal and evolution aspects in the World
Wide Web. But, he has not focused on temporal XML data ma-
nipulation.

Wang and Zaniolo [102] propose an approach which repre-
sents and publishes the contents of transaction-time, valid-time
and bi-temporal relational databases as XML documents, using
temporally-grouped data models [17]. Such an approach sup-
ports (i) complex temporal queries, which are difficult to be
expressed in SQL on relational tables, written in XQuery, and (ii)
temporal data insertions, deletions, and modifications, through
user-defined functions.

Grandi et al. [103] deal with the dynamics of norms (e.g., laws,
acts, decrees, provisions, regulations) in time and propose a
model to (i) capture the semantics of norm texts evolving over
time, and (ii) represent their multiple versions with regard to four
temporal dimensions: publication, validity, efficacy, and trans-
action times. Multi-version norms are represented as temporal
versioned XML documents. Modifications on such norms are
performed through two basic operators which implement loss-
less changes: the changeText operator for textual modifications
that can occur at any level of the hierarchical structure of XML
documents, and the changeTime operator for the extension of the
temporal pertinence of an existing document portion (i.e., a por-
tion of a norm). Grandi et al. [103] deal with temporal XML data
management while the XML schema is static (one XML Schema
file for all norms); a data update operation involves always
one XML document. Furthermore, their approach is domain-
dependent; it is specific to the legal domain and cannot be
adopted in all contexts.

In [16], the authors propose briefly deal with updating XML
documents that store valid-time data coming from a valid-time

relational database (each document represents the history of a
distinct valid-time table). More precisely, they define three prim-
itives (Insert, Update, and Delete) for manipulating valid-time
XML data in a single-schema context.

Rizzolo and Vaisman [104] deal with updates acting on a
transaction-time XML document. They propose three data man-
agement operations: insertion of a new node, deletion (in the
sense of transaction-time databases) of an existing node, and
update of containment edges. For each one of these operations,
the authors show how it is performed in the involved document.
Furthermore, since only transaction-time data are considered,
all operations are executed at the current time: only on-time
updates are allowed.

Brahmia and Bouaziz [11] propose an approach for manipu-
lating temporal XML data in an XML database which supports
temporal schema versioning. The authors define a set of four basic
temporal XML data management operations: three operations act
on an XML element (i.e., addition, deletion, and modification of
the content of an XML element) and one operation acts on an
attribute of an XML element (i.e., modification of the value of an
XML element’s attribute).

In the field of temporal XML databases, τXSchema (Temporal
XML Schema) [13,15,105] is a very well known and complete
framework (i.e., a data model, a language, and a suite of tools) for
creating and validating temporal XML data. These latter are gen-
erated from conventional XML data, by applying a set of logical
and physical annotations on them. These annotations are speci-
fied on the conventional schema that describes the non-temporal
structure of XML data.

• Logical annotations specify (i) whether an element or an
attribute varies over valid time and/or transaction time,
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(ii) whether its lifetime is described as a continuous state
or a single event, (iii) whether the item itself may appear
at certain times (and not at others), and (iv) whether its
content changes.

• Physical annotations specify the timestamp representation
options chosen by the designer, such as where the times-
tamps are placed and their kind (e.g., valid time or trans-
action time) and the kind of representation adopted. The
location of timestamps is largely independent of which com-
ponents vary over time. Timestamps can be located either
on time-varying components (as specified by the logical
annotations) or somewhere above such components. Two
documents with the same logical information will look very
different if we change the location of their physical times-
tamps. Changing an aspect of even one timestamp can make
a big difference in the representation.

A temporal schema is created by combining a conventional
schema and a set of logical and physical annotations correspond-
ing to it. τXSchema has also been extended in [12,106] to support
schema versioning [107,108]. However, such a framework does
not provide a language for manipulating temporal XML data.
To fill this gap, Brahmia et al. [30] have proposed a temporal
extension of the W3C XUF language, named τXUF (Temporal
XUF), to manipulate temporal XML data in the τXSchema frame-
work. It extends XUF statements with a valid clause to specify
the applicability period of the data manipulation operation. If
we ignore its valid clause, a τXUF statement is identical to the
corresponding XUF statement to be executed in a conventional
context. Indeed, while taking advantage of the τXSchema logical
and physical independence aspect, the authors aim at helping
the programmer/user, by allowing him/her to focus only on
the XML data structure, as defined in the conventional schema,
and to ignore how XML data are structured in the temporal
schema. Therefore, implementation aspects and their transparent
management are left to the system. Moreover, τXUF has two
other advantages: (i) A τXUF statement could be specified either
on the temporal document or on its squashed version, and the
system can correctly manage both methods, through the use
of logical and physical annotations. (ii) τXUF supports a new
revalidation declaration option, named ‘‘force’’, to be used by the
τUpd:applyUpdates procedure for executing XML data updates
that require implicit schema changes (i.e., the system transpar-
ently performs implicit schema changes, before executing data
updates).

Hamrouni et al. [31,109,110] deal with performing retroac-
tive updates to valid-time or bitemporal XML databases and
managing their effects on the consistency of such databases;
notice here that retroactive update is an update whose appli-
cability period begins before the execution time of the update.
Indeed, Hamrouni et al. [109] propose an approach that allows
a temporal XML DBMS detecting data inconsistencies that result
from retroactive updates and automatically and transparently
repairing them. Hamrouni et al. [110] extends the proposal of
Hamrouni et al. [109] with support of temporal XML schema
versioning: they provide an approach for automatically detecting
and repairing inconsistencies which happen due to retroactive
updates, in the presence of multiple schema versions. In [31], the
authors extend their approach described in [110] by (i) presenting
in a detailed way the architecture of the proposed approach,
(ii) providing a technique for extracting data dependencies from
temporal XML update orders, recording them in the database,
and using them to determine all data that are dependent on a
retroactively updated datum and that should be consequently
updated, (iii) defining a new structure for the transaction log
which saves all transaction details that are useful for re-executing

transactions in order to repair the detected data inconsistencies,
and (iv) proposing a tool prototype which shows the feasibility of
the proposed approach.

Dyreson [111] has dealt with a very special operation, named
data vacuuming [112–114], in the context of a transaction-time
XML database. Such an operation specifies which XML data ver-
sions to vacuum (or to physically be removed), in order to reclaim
space and prevent data from exceeding storage capacity. The
author has proposed two vacuuming policies: a micro policy and
a macro one. (i) A micro vacuuming policy is applied on a single
element type (e.g., vacuum versions of the <price> element that
are more than 10 years old). (ii) A macro vacuuming policy is
applied to the entire transaction-time XML database (e.g., the size
of the database must not exceed 20 GB).

Notice that in the literature of temporal XML databases, there
are four well known temporal XML query languages that have
been proposed for only querying temporal XML instances in
an environment which does not support schema versioning: (i)
TTXPath [115], which is a temporal extension of XPath [116] and
supports only transaction-time, (ii) τXQuery [117], which extends
XQuery [53] to support both valid-time and transaction-time,
(iii) ParaSQL [118], which is a user-friendly SQL-like language
for querying time-varying parametric XML data, and (iv) TX-
Path [104], which is an extension of XPath and supports both
valid-time and transaction-time.

Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, existing native
XML DBMSs (like eXist, xDB, and Sedna) and commercial DBMSs
that support XML (like Oracle 12c, and DB2 ver. 10) do not
provide any support for manipulating (inserting, deleting, and
modifying) temporal XML data.

4.2. Summary

In Table 2, we summarize the main approaches proposed by
the research community for the manipulation of temporal XML
data, while considering the following six criteria:

• Under schema versioning aspect: the temporal data manip-
ulation is performed in an environment that supports XML
schema versioning? (Yes, No);

• Supported time dimension(s): the evolution of manipulated
data is maintained along transaction time dimension and/or
along valid time dimension;

• Implementation: is there an implementation of the proposal
of the authors? (Yes, No);

• Impact on XML schema: the execution of manipulation op-
erations has an impact on the XML schema of the manipu-
lated XML data? (Yes, No, nc: not considered/studied);

• Granularity of data manipulation operations: XML element
or XML document?

5. Future research directions

From our study, we have noticed that whereas a lot of research
work has been done on manipulation of conventional XML data,
temporal XML data manipulation has been considered only to a
limited extent. Thus, a lot of work needs to be done in this area. In
the following, we present several research issues that are related
to the conventional and temporal XML data manipulation topic.

(a) Although a W3C language (i.e., XQuery Update Facility) has
been recommended for updating conventional XML data,
and implemented by several DBMSs and XML tools, there
is yet no consensual/recommended language for updating
time-varying XML data. Therefore, it would be interesting
to propose such a language, e.g., as a TSQL2-like one. No-
tice that TSQL2 [95] is a consensual language designed for
temporal relational databases.
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Table 2
Summary of temporal XML data manipulation research proposals.

Under schema
versioning

Supported time dimension(s) Implementation Impact on
XML schema

Granularity of data
manipulation operations

Transaction
time

Valid time XML
element

XML
document

[100] No ✔ Yes nc ✔

[119] No ✔ ✔ No nc ✔

[103] No ✔ ✔ Yes No ✔

[16] No ✔ Yes No ✔

[104] No ✔ Yes nc ✔

[11] Yes ✔ ✔ Yes No ✔

[30] Yes ✔ No Yes ✔

(b) Even though mainstream (XML) DBMSs provide a signif-
icant support for manipulating conventional XML data,
there is no available support for manipulating time-varying
XML data. Consequently, application programmers and
database administrators proceed in an ad hoc manner
when they have to deal with temporal XML data. Thus, it
is interesting to develop tools for such a manipulation, in
order to facilitate the task of these users.

(c) Manipulated data are obviously queried by applications
and final users. However, whereas a great deal of work
has been done on querying conventional XML data, only
few research have dealt with queries to time-varying XML
data [13,14,104]. So, in order to complete the figure, we
think that a thorough investigation of temporal XML data
querying [13,14,104] has to be made.

(d) Before manipulating (i.e., inserting, updating, or deleting)
or querying XML data, whether they are conventional or
temporal, the XML database that contains such data should
be physically created under an XML DBMS. In general,
the creation of such a database is actually performed af-
ter conceptually and logically modeling the corresponding
database, according to a data modeling method (e.g., eX-
olution [120]) or language (e.g., UML, XUML [121], or UXS
[122]), while using a conceptual/logical modeling tool
(e.g., Altova XMLSpy). Thus, we think that conceptual and
logical modeling of conventional [121,123] and tempo-
ral [104,124,125] XML data is a topic that should be well
studied.

(e) Similarly to conceptual and logical aspects of XML data,
we think also that engineering and physical aspects of
conventional [126] and temporal [127] XML data (e.g., in-
dexing, storage, query processing) require more attention
by researchers as they have not been well studied in the
current literature.

(f) In XML databases, not only XML data are evolving over
time but also their XML schemas (which describe XML
data structures). In fact, XML schema changes are unavoid-
able during the lifecycle of an XML database, in order to
reflect changes in the real world or in the applications’
requirements. Therefore, we think that studying changes
to conventional [120,128] and temporal [12,15,106] XML
schemas is an interesting issue, as an extension, to the
schema level, of the work done in this survey at instance
(or data) level. Notice that, in the database literature, there
are two techniques already proposed for managing schema
changes: (i) schema evolution [129–131], which keeps only
the last schema version and adapts previous data to the
new schema, after each schema change, and (ii) schema
versioning [107,108,132], which keeps all schema versions
with their corresponding data.

(g) Management of conventional and temporal big data [133,
134] and, in general, temporal NoSQL data [135–141], as
they are widely used in today’s applications (online social

networks, Internet of Things, smart cities, . . . ) and XML is
among the most popular data formats (like JSON) that are
being used to store and exchange NoSQL data (although
JSON seems to be more used than XML).

(h) Management of spatiotemporal XML data [102,142], as an
extension of our present work to the spatiotemporal envi-
ronment [143] in which both temporal and spatial dimen-
sions are taken into account.

(i) Management of data evolution over time in multi-model
databases [144,145] which support multiple data models,
like relational, key–value, document (e.g., XML, JSON), and
graph models. Thus, in such databases, XML data could
coexist with other data that are stored in various data
formats.

6. Summary

Since the beginning of 2000s, XML databases have been used
by several applications, in particular those that are running on the
Web (like e-commerce, e-health, and e-government applications).
Consequently, a lot of work has been done in order to deal with
(conventional) XML data management. Moreover, since most of
these Web applications require keeping track of data evolution
over time, in order to satisfy users’ requirements concerning,
e.g., temporal queries and audit missions, both researchers and
practitioners have thought to models, techniques and approaches
for handling time-varying XML data. In this paper, we have fo-
cused on XML data manipulation and have surveyed the different
research contributions concerning this topic, in conventional XML
databases as well as in temporal XML ones. We have also studied
the support provided by current DBMSs for manipulating XML
data.

Finally, we have given several open research directions in the
area of conventional and temporal XML data management.
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